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Abstract

The constantly widening industrial applications of carbon-based nanomaterials puts

into sharp perspective the lack of true solvents in which the materials spontaneously ex-

foliate to individual molecules. This work shows that the different geometry of graphene

compared to carbon nanotubes can change the potency of a molecule to act as a sol-

vent or dispersant. Through analysis of the structure/function relationships we derive

a number of design rules that will aid the identification of the best solvent or dispersant

candidates.

Keywords
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potential of mean-force

Graphene, first isolated by mechanical exfoliation from graphite in 2004,1 has attracted an

impressive interest of the scientific community due to its mechanical, electronic and thermal
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properties. Many of its potential applications require bulk quantities of defect-free mono-

layer graphene sheets in a well-dispersed form. Applications include printable electronics,2

electrodes for energy storage and sensors,3 laminated membrane for water purification4,5 or

the production of composite polymeric materials with enhanced properties.6,7 However, the

development of production techniques for monolayer graphene suitable for industrial scale-up

provides an ongoing challenge.8,9

Liquid-phase exfoliation is believed to be the most promising option for producing graphene

at low cost because of its scalabily and compatibility with existing manufacturing pro-

cesses.10,11 One of the earliest approaches is oxidative exfoliation, using strong oxidizing

agents, such as sulphuric acid or potassium permanganate.12 However, this method intro-

duces a large number of oxygen-containing functionalities that can not be reduced back to

defect-free graphene, essentially resulting in a material that is not graphene and therefore

unsuitable for many of graphene’s applications.

Alternatively, graphene sheets can be exfoliated by mechanical means using sonication or

high-shear mixing.8,12 Once the strongly attractive van der Waals (VDW) forces between in-

dividual sheets have been overcome, the separated graphene sheets must be stabilized against

re-aggregation. This can be achieved in two ways. If the processing liquid creates a high

enough free-energy barrier between the dispersed and the aggregated states, the dispersed

state gets kinetically trapped and one obtains a dispersion. The alternative is that the liq-

uid destabilizes the aggregated state, then the exfoliated state becomes thermodynamically

stable. While both processes are very useful, dispersants have the disadvantage that their

reaggregation barrier also hinders exfoliation.

The graphene exfoliation efficacy of many liquids, liquid mixtures and solutions has been

investigated experimentally, including organic solvents,11 block copolymers13 and aqueous

solutions containing surfactants.14 For example, Coleman measured the amount of graphene

that could be brought into and held in solution/suspension for a wide range of liquids. To aid

the development of better solvents/dispersants they correlated their results with the liquids’
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surface tension and solubility parameters.15 While these parameters appear to be predictive

in the sense that they identify poor solvents/dispersants quite well, they are less effective in

identifying good ones.

Thus, the key problem remains that even the best achieved graphene loadings are rather

low, which represents a serious issue for industrial implementation. This is compounded by

the observation that much of the graphene is not exfoliated to monolayers.

This lack of efficient dispersant or solvent molecules is a shared problem with another

class of low dimension carbon-based materials e.g. carbon nanotubes (CNT). As manu-

factured, carbon nanotubes are in an aggregated (bundled) state. The bundling tendency

originates from strong tube/tube cohesion, for example, approximately −40kT nm−1 for a

pair of (10,10) tubes (∅ = 1.36 nm).16 Considering that the tubes can be centimeters long,

this results in very high energies, which make the bundles very stable. The most common

dispersion systems for CNTs are based on aqueous surfactant solutions with the surfactant

molecules acting as physical spacer between the CNTs and preventing in this way them to

bundle.17–20

However while surfactant solutions can efficiently maintain individual tubes or sheets

dispersed, they are generally found to be ineffective in aiding the exfoliation process.21,22

Thus, solvents (in the thermodynamic sense) are the key to liquid phase processing for this

materials.

As for graphene, there has been a large effort to identify the best solvents for CNT

and several, time-consuming, systematic studies are reported in the literature.23–30 Bergin

et al.,24 experimentally tested dozens, repeatedly measuring the amount of dispersed tubes

for each. One of the key results of this work was finding one particular molecule, CHP

(cyclohexyl-pyrrolidinone), outperforming all other solvents by a factor of 5, dispersing 3.5

mg of CNTs in 1 mL of solvent.

Interestingly the experimental data indicate that solvents that can disperse reasonably

well CNTs, do not show the same efficacy for graphene exfoliation, for which N-methyl-
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pyrrolidone (NMP) and dimethylformamide (DMF) are normally used.15 This fact has been

also observed for the oxidized materials (graphene oxide and oxidized CNT) for which in polar

aprotic solvents, they show similar dispersion behavior but in polar protic solvents, such as

ethanol and isopropanol, the graphene-derivatives did not show dispersion stability whereas

the oxidized CNTs did.31 While in the latter case one can argue that the oxidized materials

might not show similar chemistry due to different surface distribution of the functional

groups, in the case of the pristine materials it becomes intriguing to understand why different

solvents are needed to achieve similar dispersion.

While experimental testing is conclusive for determining the suitability of individual

liquids for the exfoliation process, it is time-consuming and may not provide sufficient un-

derstanding of the molecular-level processes that govern exfoliation, solubilisation and dis-

persion to create a knowledge base on which further development can be founded. Computer

simulations, in principle, provide full access to the structure function relationships and lend

themselves to systematic screening, provided a sufficiently accurate and efficient methodology

exists.

The standard simulation approach to assess solvent and dispersant efficacy is to calculate

a potential of mean force (PMF)32 between two graphene sheets or CNTs in a liquid using,

for example, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The PMF profile describes the thermo-

dynamic stability of the aggregated state relative to the well-dispersed state, as well as the

free-energy landscape linking these two states. The PMF can be separated into sheet/sheet

and solvent-mediated contributions, allowing a molecular-level analysis of the solvent’s role.

Free energy calculations have been applied previously to study graphene exfoliation in a vari-

ety of polar solvents33,34 and for ionic liquids35 and similar calculations have been performed

on CNTs.25,26

Here, our aim is to compare the quality of different solvents for graphene and CNT and

investigate if and how the solely solute geometry affects their performance. This work will

aid the development of design rules for graphene and CNT solvents and dispersant and will
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impact the many applications that rely on the success of liquid-phase exfoliation processes.

Results

The potential of mean force w(d) (PMF) is a convenient tool to assess the efficacy of a liquid

as a solvent or dispersant for graphene. It is equal to the system’s free energy (except for

an additive constant) and therefore, provides the correct dependence of the system’s free

energy on the sheet/sheet distance d. It is obtained from the mean force F (d) between two

(parallel) graphene sheets via integration

w(d) = −
∫ ∞
d

F (d)dd (1)

The mean force F (d) is readily available from a series of parallel-sheet computer simula-

tions at various distances d or from a single simulation using the CDM, and can be decom-

posed into the solid and solvent mediated contributions. This solvent mediated contribution,

smPMF, is additive (at least in all common model systems) to the direct sheet/sheet inter-

action and responsible for the solvent’s effectiveness. The PMF curves for CBrCl3 and H2O

provide insight into the different performance of these solvents, as shown in Figure 1.

The most prominent feature of the smPMF for CBrCl3 is a large region at d . 0.9nm

where the smPMF is large and positive (Figure 1(a)). The repulsive region in the smPMF is

created by the large force that is required to squeeze out the last layer of CBrCl3 molecules

from the space between the sheets. This repulsive region is also present in the full PMF

for distances larger than approximately 0.5nm. Although a similar barrier is observed in

the smPMF for H2O, it is significantly smaller and the attraction between graphene sheets

dominate the full PMF curve (Figure 1(b)). Therefore, the barrier for reaggregation in the

full PMF curve is negligible in water. This suggests that CBrCl3 is a good dispersant for

graphene, whereas water is neither a solvent or a dispersant.
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Figure 1: The solvent mediated PMF (blue), the direct graphene/graphene interaction po-
tential (red) and the sum of the two, i.e. the full PMF (green) for (a) CBrCl3 and (b) H2O.
The PMF is shown per unit area of graphene, therefore the values reported are independent
of the simulated graphene flake size. Data for water shown in this figure was obtained us-
ing the GROMOS force field. Data obtained using the Steele potential is qualitatively very
similar and is shown in the Supporting information.

To understand the difference in performance of these two solvents, it is convenient to

analyze the structure of the adsorbed layer using the solvent atom density profiles for an

individual graphene sheet (Figure 2). The orientational order of the CBrCl3 molecules in the

surface layer is very strong, whereas other layers show very little or no order. Nevertheless,

clear formation of multiple layers is observed, which result in small oscillations of the PMF

at long distances.

Water also forms a clear monolayer, and a less-defined second layer, but most of the

structure is lost after 1nm. The thickness of the mono-layers is also different: CBrCl3’s

monolayer terminates at approximately 0.7nm and the monolayer for water terminates at

approximately 0.5nm. This suggests that the monolayer of CBrCl3 is stabilized in pores of

approximately 0.95nm (taking into account the thickness of the fluid layer and the carbon

in the solid surface), whereas the monolayer of water is stabilized in pores of approximately

0.75nm. As a result, the repulsion that provides the water monolayer is not sufficient to

compensate for the strong graphene-graphene attraction, whereas CBrCl3 shows a significant

barrier to aggregation.

The large energy barrier observed in the smPMF of CBrCl3 suggests a stable mono-
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Figure 2: Atom density profiles of (a) CBrCl3 and (b) H2O on a single graphene sheet. The
surface layer for CBrCl3 is quite thick, terminating 0.7nm away from the sheet, whereas the
surface layer for H2O terminates at 0.5nm.

layer and reflects a strong tendency of the molecules to move in between the sheets and

push them apart. However, this tendency is not sufficient to compensate the even stronger

graphene/graphene attraction. Although the free energy of the aggregated state is reduced

from −80kTnm−2 to −40kTnm−2, it is still strongly negative and the aggregated state

remains thermodynamically stable. Thus, CBrCl3 is not a solvent for graphene in the ther-

modynamic sense.

The analysis of the van der Waals potentials between a carbon atom and the atoms in

the fluid molecules considered provides additional insight. From Figure 3 one can easily

conclude that the adhesion between water molecules and graphene is much weaker compared

to CBrCl3 and graphene, not only are the van der Waals interactions for each atom much

lower, CBrCl3 adheres with three atoms, whereas in the water only the oxygen atom interacts

with the graphene sheets. This is in sharp contrast to the intermolecular interactions which

are very strong between water molecules due to the formation of intermolecular hydrogen

bonds. However, these stronger water/water interactions seem to be partially compensated

by entropic effects. Water and CBrCl3 have very similar critical temperatures, 647K and

610K, respectively, suggesting that in the bulk they have a very similar entropy/enthalpy

balance. Thus, the key difference between the solvents is the interaction with graphene.

Based on this simplified argument, we expect that it is much easier to squeeze out water
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Figure 3: The van der Waals interaction potentials (solid lines) and the associated force
curves (dashed lines) for oxygen/carbon (blue), chlorine/carbon (green) and bromine/carbon
(red) pairs, to highlight that to the left of the potential minimum the force is already repul-
sive, whereas the potential is still negative. Note that the bromine/carbon potential is 50%
deeper compared to the chlorine/carbon potential.

molecules from between graphene sheets than it is to squeeze out CBrCl3, which is consistent

with our observations (Figure 1).

The range of the strongly positive region of the smPMF for any solvent is always larger

than that of the strongly negative region of the direct graphene/graphene Van der Waals

interaction, therefore a barrier forms between the exfoliated and the aggregated state. In

the case of CBrCl3 the barrier is very high +40kTnm−2. Thus, assuming that a barrier

40 times the thermal energy is sufficient to prevent reaggregation, CBrCl3 would prevent

reaggregation of flakes as small as 1 nm2, although the barrier for graphene reaggregation

in water is only a few kTnm−2. This argument would also apply for parallel sheets with a

relative horizontal offset as long as the overlap area is at least 1nm2.

Similar considerations for non-parallel sheets are more challenging and require more in-

formation about the contribution from edges. However, although the potential for CBrCl3 to

be a good graphene dispersant can not be estimated conclusively, the very high PMF barrier

of +40kTnm−2 suggests that it prevents reaggregation for most sheet/sheet alignments.

It is interesting to compare the smPMF and the PMF observed for the graphene sheets to

the case of carbon nanotubes (Figure 4). The smPMF for graphene and carbon nanotubes

in CBrCl3 is significantly different. The strong repulsive barrier observed in the smPMF
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of graphene is not present in that calculated between carbon nanotubes, where a gradual

increase in the smPMF is observed. As a result, a small reaggregation barrier of around

+10kTnm−1 is observed in the full PMF of the CNT (Figure 4b) in agreement with the

experimental data that indicate that CBrCl3 is indeed a poor dispersant.24 The significant

barrier of +40kTnm2 observed in the full graphene PMF suggests that CBrCl3 is potentially

a good dispersant for graphene.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the (a) smPMF and the (b) PMF for graphene (solid) and (10,10)
carbon nanotubes (dashed) immersed in CBrCl3 to demonstrate that the geometry of the
immersed nanomaterial has a large effect on solvent performance.

Our calculations indicate that this difference arises from the cylindrical geometry of car-

bon nanotubes which allows the monolayer of liquid molecules between them to be squeezed

out gradually, leading to a slowly increasing smPMF at small d, whereas the process is very

rapid for graphene, resulting in the very steep rise of the smPMF at d = 0.85nm. In the case

of water, most of the differences between the the smPMF calculated between the nanotubes

and that between the graphene sheets are masked by the graphene-graphene attractive con-

tribution due to the small thickness of the adsorbed layer (see Figure 5), resulting in the

water not being a good solvent nor dispersant for both geometries. It is interesting to note

that the smPMF for water on CNT shows a slightly larger barrier than in graphene, which

may relate to the ability of water to form a 3-dimensional hydrogen bond network around

the nanotube, which is not observed in the case of graphene.36
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Figure 5: Comparison of the (a) smPMF and the (b) PMF for graphene (solid) and (10,10)
carbon nanotubes (dashed) immersed in water to demonstrate that the geometry of the
immersed nanomaterial has a large effect on solvent performance.

Conclusions

We have used MD simulations combined with the Corresponding Distances Method (CDM)

to identify design rules for efficient dispersants (or solvents) for two carbon-based solutes:

graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNT). By studying the thermodynamics of aggregation of

two graphene sheets and the solvent structure close to their surfaces in two different solvents,

trichlorobromomethane (CBrCl3) and water, we show that the ability of a liquid to act as

good dispersant is determined mainly by the stability of the monolayer formed between

the surfaces of the approaching solute molecules. We show that therefore the different

geometry of graphene compared to carbon nanotubes can change the potency of a molecule

as nanoparticle solvent or dispersant. As water is a relatively small molecule with very

strong intermolecular interactions and comparatively weak adhesion to graphene, it is neither

a solvent nor a dispersant for graphene, consistent with our expectations. However, our

results suggest that CBrCl3 should be a good dispersant for graphene but not for CNTs for

which the reaggregation barrier is only of+10kTnm−1 compared with+40kTnm−1 calculated

for the graphene sheets. Investigation of the structure/function relationship leads us to

conclude that good dispersant quality is a less demanding requirement on a liquid in the

case of graphene compared to CNTs. In other words, it should be much easier to find good

dispersants for graphene than for CNTs.
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Our analysis of the causal chain between structure and function allows us to draw some

general conclusions for solvent design. It is plausible that the adsorption free energy, via

the stability of the confined monolayer, controls the strength of the repulsive region in the

smPMF, whereas the size of the molecules controls its range. Thus, good dispersants are

relatively large molecules that adhere well and therefore generate a high reaggregation barrier

at distances larger than the range of interaction between two graphene sheets. Good solvents

must adhere very strongly to compensate the very strong sheet/sheet cohesion, but should

be as small as possible to not create a too high exfoliation barrier. These simple "design

rules" facilitate a more rational solvent design for graphene.

Methods

In this work we perform free energy calculations for graphene sheets in two solvents: water

and trichlorobromomethane (CBrCl3). These solvents were selected as extreme cases. Water

is not expected to be a good solvent for either material based on its solubility parameters,

while CBrCl3 could be expected to be a good solvent based on its solubility parameters,

even when it is known not to be a good solvent for CNTs.23,24 The resulting PMF profiles

are then compared with those obtained for CNTs in the same solvents.25

All the free energy calculations were performed using the Corresponding Distances Method

(CDM).25,37 The concept is based on sampling all possible distances between the graphene

sheets, d, in the same simulation, by creating a fixed configuration in which the two nanoma-

terials intersect at some pre-defined acute angle. The relevant distances, d, are then scanned

by traversing along one of the nanomaterials away from the point of intersection to the end

of the material. The full PMF is calculated in the conventional manner by evaluating the

ensemble average of the force for narrow sections of the sheet. For more information on the

method we refer the reader to the original manuscripts25,37 where the method was developed

for 1 dimensional molecules (e.g. CNT). Here we show that the methodology can also be
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successfully extended to 2D solute molecules allowing to obtain in a computationally efficient

way the free energy profiles.

The molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the GROMACS 5.1 simulation

package38–44 in double precision for all aspects of this study.

CBrCl3 was modeled using the GROMOS 53a645 forcefield and parameterized with the

aid of the Automated Topology Builder.46–48 The GROMOS 53a6 forcefield is parameterized

to match solvation free energies of amino acids (in water and cyclohexane) and to reproduce

the properties (density and heat of vaporization) of a range of solvent molecules. These two

criteria are related to the problem being studied in this paper and thus we consider it is a

suitable choice.

All cross-species Lennard-Jones length and strength parameters were obtained using the

geometric mean of the respective pure-component parameters in the GROMOS 53a6 force-

field. The water model was SPC/E constrained using SHAKE/SETTLE.49 Graphene sheets

were approximated as rigid and are ’frozen’ in the simulations, i.e. the graphene carbon

atoms do not interact with each other, all other forces and energies were calculated as normal,

but the positions of the graphene atoms were not updated. This allowed us to obtain the sol-

vent mediated part of the mean force directly from the simulations. The graphene/graphene

potential was calculated separately in a single-step vacuum MD simulation.

We also employed the Lennard-Jones parameters from the Steele potential50–52 to rep-

resent the carbon atoms of graphene. The carbon parameters of the Steele potential σC =

0.34nm and εC = 0.2328kJmol−1 were originally obtained by fitting the interaction energy

between the graphene sheets in graphite to its compressibility perpendicular to the graphene

plane.50,53,54 The combination of Steele carbon and SPC/E water has been extensively used

to study, for example, the wettability of graphene,55 adsorption isotherms52,56 and the prop-

erties of water confined in narrow graphene channels and carbon nanotubes.57,58 In this case,

the cross-species parameters were obtained using the Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules.

Finally, for a consistent comparison between the PMF profiles obtained for graphene and
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CNTs, we also performed free energy calculations for two CNT(10,10) in water using the

GROMOS 53a6 forcefield to model the CNT. The computational details for these simulations

can be found in.26

The details of the simulations as well as the validation of the CDM method against the

standard parallel molecular dynamics simulations are reported in the Supporting Informa-

tion.
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